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Leeruitkomsten

A&E.1: The student can articulate his / her ideas, concepts, work,

approach and vision for professionals and public both within and

outside of the field of work [comp 6].

 

A&E.2: The student is able to take objectively critical positions

regarding product, societal context and the real world [comp 6].

 

A&E.3: The student evaluates the results of implementing the

product and reflect critically upon them [comp 6].

 

A&E.4: The student evaluates and can debate subjects related to

his/her discipline with other experts [comp 6].

 

A&E.5: The student carries out peer to peer feedback with fellow

students [comp 8].

 

Inhoud

In this module, students present the results of this minor to the users

during a Walk Inn/meeting. This Walk Inn enables users to see which

procedures, ideas and/or solutions were developed during the

process, while also enabling students to gauge the extent to which

their ideas meet the expectations of users and their environment.

Users may also be able to apply and/or further develop the results.

 

The Walk Inn is almost the concluding component of the minor, an

opportunity for students to show the public (users and professionals)

what they have learnt and to explain, elaborate and justify their

ideas. The Walk Inn is not the only important element of this module,

however. Other important elements include analysis of similar

projects regarding subject, communication and organisation, using

this information to organise the Walk Inn, present and explain your

ideas and results to the users and professionals, use the feedback of

the Walk Inn to improve your ideas/results and reflect on the process

of this module.
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Instituut voor Future Environments

De ECTS onderwijscatalogus van de Hanzehogeschool Groningen wordt met de grootst mogelijke zorg samengesteld. Het is echter mogelijk dat de inhoud van de

catalogus -en de daarin vervatte informatie- verouderd, incompleet of onjuist is. Aan de inhoud van de catalogus kunnen dan ook geen rechten worden ontleend.

https://www.hanze.nl/nld
https://catalogue.hanze.nl/nl/Programme/2022/ECTSMO22BVUR
https://catalogue.hanze.nl/nl/Programme/2022/ECTSBVEXCH22UR
https://www.hanze.nl/nld/organisatie/hanzehogeschool/shareyourtalent



